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Our new fabric collection
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Exclusive RHS fabric collection
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Introducing our new Chesterfield sofa
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50% off Peruvian Collection
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Threads of India
Introducing Threads of India, our third exclusive fabric collection created in collaboration with the V&A. Inspired by the magnificent South Asian textiles in the V&A archive, from opulent riding coats to resplendent tent hangings, this collection of contemporary fabric designs tells captivating stories of India's enduring artistic legacy.
New fabric collection

New fabric collection



New exclusive fabrics
Fine quality and inspirational fabrics lie at the very heart of Sofas & Stuff. We offer a truly remarkable range which includes our own designs, created in-house and exclusively for us. These sit alongside those from celebrated British and international fabric houses, giving you the most exceptional level of choice. All our Exclusive fabrics are available to purchase by the metre, please contact your local showroom for more information.
ORDER FREE SAMPLES
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V&A Threads of India - Sulawesi Splendour - Indra Winter
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V&A Threads of India - Regal Arabesque - Flame
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The long view
We believe in the value of making beautiful, timeless classics; drawing inspiration from the past but also from lived experience. We absorb, we consider, we feel, we listen and we create in response to all of these. Our furniture is built to sit comfortably in your home for many years to come. We are proud to offer a lifetime frame guarantee on all our custom made designs.
OUR STORY

OUR STORY
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Now open
Our new London showroom on the King's Road, Chelsea, is now open. We look forward to welcoming you to our beautiful new space. Come and see and experience our furniture and fabrics in person, and envision your ideal sofa, chair and bed with the help of our experienced design consultants.
VISIT US
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	Customer images
Explore our wonderful fabrics and bespoke furniture in our customers' homes.
EXPLORE
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